
Testimonials

Kevin is a phenomenal coach with tremendous experience and character. On issues of strategy
and human resources, his experience and advice greatly assisted our organization during some
challenging times. He helped me better manage the performance of the organization, and
eventually negotiate the sale of the business to a large multinational corporation.

President
Restaurant Industry

  

....

      

Kevin Dunn is a powerful, quality individual, with a stellar proven success record. His passion
and insight are large, and his magic works well to help a Leader see the vision to success.
Kevin has the unique ability to help put simple tools in motion, gauge progress, find talent and
ultimately celebrate success.

President & CEO
High-speed Wholesale Bakery

....

Kevin's been a CEO himself. What he tells you is based on experience, not theory. The 3-1-Q
model showed us how to break down our entire planning process, so that every quarter we
know exactly where we are. We understand much better how our business is really doing and
how much better we could be doing, and we can clearly define accountability. It's been
invaluable to planning and attaining success and provides a valuable, objective measurement
for evaluating employee performance. Thanks, Kevin!

President & CEO
Retail Services

....

Kevin has taught our team how to work better together. He has shown us how to think
differently, how to raise expectations about what we can do and should do, how to "think big."
He has an extremely positive approach to coaching, and clear ideas about what makes an
effective leader. He's been a tremendous help to me and my executive staff.

CEO
Advanced Technical Manufacturing
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To discover what we can do for your business,          contact us  or visit our Executive   
      Coaching
, 
Business Consulting
, and 
Strategic          Alliances
sections. To learn more about Kevin Dunn, we invite you          to read his 
Bio
and 
Keynotes
. 
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